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signalling order to evacuate.   I found he knew more about
handling populace than anyone I had yet met.   He said :  " I
ought to have been chairman of the committee."   He was
right.
To-day I communicate with Banks as to what they will do.
Saturday, December I2th.
I heard of some documented account of work in trenches so awful
that it could not be printed. Maj. -General Heath, however,
said he should send it to some people. Colonel Phipps, who
had just left a man who had just arrived from the front, said
that in some places trenches of English and Germans were only
5 and 7 yards apart. Heath told me he had got into a row
with 3rd Army about my letter to The Times. But it was
now all " purged ". To make conversation, or perhaps because
he thought it was the proper friendly thing to do, he began
talking about books — " The Crock of Gold " etc. He had no
use at all for Wells. I caught 5.41 home. Very wet.
Tuesday, December 15$.
London yesterday. Visit to L. G. Brock, secy, of National
Relief Fund at 3 Queen Anne's Gate. Formerly house of Sir
E. Grey.
I then went to inspect establishment of Women's Emergency
Corps at Old Bedford College, Baker St. Miss Ashwell in charge.
Vast eff ect of femininity. A general exhilarating effect. The
young women badged as messengers, standing in two lines in
outer entrance hall, earnest, eager, braced, made a specially
characteristic feminine effect. One stopped me at once as I
entered, and asked me if she could do anything for me, and
then if I was A. B. I returned by 5.30 train.
Wednesday, December
Concert in aid of National Fund by Frinton Choral Society last
night at Frinton Exhibition Hall. Very bad music, especially
the ballads — all appallingly dull. A madrigal by Beale, fine,
badly sung. Also in a pot pourri of national airs, the air " The
Minstrel Boy " seemed a masterpiece. It is. Orchestral suite
rotten. Two apparently professional female singers sang with
some skill the most putrid things ; their gestures and facial
movements comic, but of course they are too close to the audience
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